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Cities faces myriad challenges today, including questions of history and heritage. Urban places are a repository of changing landscape, population, environment and tectonic form that hold stories of process in urbanization and wealth creation, population growth and social displacement, environmental degradation and restoration. Bringing these stories to light reveals a hidden heritage that must be addressed as we shape and refine the continual evolution of urban scholarship.

At City Tech, students in the course Learning Places dig into the city’s repository to reveal history and heritage. The goal is for the students and faculty to explore historical and contemporary topics in real time, documenting and telling new stories of place. These stories are conceived by the students, representing a lived experience and perspective that must be given voice to add to, challenge, or tweak accepted historical representations.
Critical to this place-based seminar research is a digital platform that we call a Building History model – an accurate tectonic model that structures the exploration and collates the documentation by the students, creating what amounts to a virtual excavation of a particular place or building within the city of New York. This tectonic modeling process is able to take the research from the scale of an object in the space to the building itself and all the way up to the scale of a neighborhood or the larger urban context.

As we restructure our understanding of urban history, the Building History Project, with its unique modeling process, is a fundamental tool to using cities like New York as a laboratory. We not only give voice, but we “record” what in truth are a sequence of – much like a chain of DNA – a rich variety of histories and heritages and how they interact with each other to form the biography of a city.
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